
India N1, words: 9448

25-XI, Wednesday, FEROZEPORE [194], 7-12-04
Into India today! First impressions rather casually observed, a border town 

and hotel will seem much like any other. And the crossing was not extraordinary.
Slow start, madly writing to finish correspondence and seal the last 

envelope. We took leave of cheerful chubby wife and those at home. It was a 
great thrill and very down home to be accepted into the family so completely. We 
went ‘cross to the civil secretariat, [a] crawling roomful of tourists filling in the 
short form and settling down to chat for the long wait. We were [indeed] there 
some time: a young B.C. couple with very hyperactive cute snub-nosed blond 
boys were there, making the rounds in a minibus Kamper, an elderly Belgian 
couple, austere and haughty, and a few youngbloods. Fierce Sikhs guarded the 
front in starched turbans and pistols and swords, directing cars or just standing 
about saluting in the large, green, yellow-painted compound. Pat had copied her 
passport number wrong, which caused Richard to be called before the High 
Commissioner, and entailed an hour’s delay.

We reached May & Baker after twelve where Sikander received us 
expansively in his office and ordered up Nescafe and little meat biscuits [pasties], 
abstaining steadfastly as usual. The same self-effacing, poker-faced man that 
had brought us each morning’s egg, bun, tea, and butter was on hand to do the 
honours – I don’t know how he whisked over so fast. Must be S’s personal valet. 
Mr. Teasdale was unfortunately absent, but what a marvelous old fellow! 
Redfaced, white ‘tache, turtle neck sweater, ill-functioning hearing aid, born in 
Calcutta, been here 25 years, wouldn’t dream of going back because things have 
changed so much, had old 1938 Austin, thin and black with jungle hat on back 
seat. He came in the first morning and conversation overlapped or faltered 
[arrows in all directions]. Amazing old British fruit planted abroad and never 
moved. Oxford-Paki accent, jovial, wot? A good deal of discussion about what we 
should have imported but forgot. Suggested tea (Darjeeling), aliachi (cardamom) 
from Ceylon, Bangalore coffee, for export. Glad to ring him some back. My 
comment that we really felt at home at his home struck a responsive chord, and 
he beamed. We left him at the car below with a handshake and an au revoir. 

Around the corner we brought fruit, fried fish and samosa. I took snap of a 
superb veg stall but found nothing for us there. Down the road near the border 
we stopped and ate – lovely flavour but middle undone: we left it for a deserving 
cat. The border was without military. Jocular Pakistani guard issued border cards 
which he kept. He asked me whether I would do anything about his friend’s 
having taken his pen. We bantered. Boys hounded us to change money, buy 
biscuits. On the Indian side, turbaned Skihs handled affairs, genteel and 
courteous. Hussainwala, the place, explained ‘wala’ is owner, here ‘place 
belonging to.’ Sparrows flitted everywhere, quite tamely, full of peckishness and 
curious cocks of head. Spoke with British 35-ish couple with enormous van fitted 
out with lounge, stereo, library, showers. Saw Toyota from Abu Dhabi, British 
interest Arab-oil state. Every Indian had to open goods on the ground – duffel 
bags full of clothes, boxes, almonds, fruit. Regular customs depot. We each filled 



out money forms declaring all (but roops). I insisted on the personal form, since I 
said we might split up. Richard raised brows. Anything’s possible, and I might like 
to drop out. 

[Insert in caps: Chandigarh Tribune reports anti-Yahya demonstrations at 
U.N. for being so slow about getting anything done for their countrymen in E. 
Pakistan. I got that impression from obviously bent Lahore Times that while 
Shahanshah was knocking up huge sums, W. Pakistan remained cool and aloof 
calling for ‘days of mourning’ a full week after it happened. Peculiarly 
unbrotherly!]

Not much change over border – half-hour ahead, sharp drop in traffic, 
road narrowed but green strip on both sides treed, green parrots flapping (or 
large budgies), mud huts and thatch [small illustration], signs suddenly in Hindi 
instead of Urdu but no decrease in English (‘ROAD WAVY” singularly 
descriptive), fewer carts even, but occasional camels (unlike in Pakistan did not 
have knitted, tasseled muzzles in red, and were for the first time pulling carts!)

“A bug you’d crush in England you’d observe in Tibet.” – Derula Murphy, 
misquoted.

Fierce handsome Sikhs looked strange as cart drivers, bike-riders, with 
flared nostrils, pointed beards (should not be trimmed, as oldsters maintain), 
flashing eyes, pointed turbans of all sorts of bright colours.

Small evidence of industry, but irrigation and wires.
Blitz seen at border, scandal sheet with conscience. Very politically 

concerned, but laid out like The Sun with girlies and sensational Rape/Murder 
headlines attributed to local cops! So much for spiritual humanitarianism!

Hindustan Ambassador common car – made here on Morris Oxford 
design, 1957-59.

Scouted Ferozepore for National Hotel, where several descended upon us 
in a babel of English. Spoke at length to American teenagers from Lahore 
American School, and seen them at border, Bruce and Scott McLean, 19 & 17. 
Garrulous, nervous, ready to please, talked about local violence, hot cars, all 
predictable jive. Week in India over Thanksgiving recess. They drank tea with 
their rickshaw driver (pedal taxis are as common as bikes at border), and gave 
me a Chesterfield 101 that burned itself out like a fuse: 5 inches in 5 minutes. 
Tramped into market area, against all exhortations that we eat at hotel and 
against all warnings that we would not find food, and we saw several peanut 
vendors (with little brass pots smoking in middle of pile to heat those near it), 
bicycle repair shops and dealers lit with big electric bulbs like used car dealers on 
‘main drags’ in Amerika. We fell into a restaurant’s back room where a very 
dashing young Sikh in striped pajamas was noisily finishing his meal, eyed us 
fiercely, and left. We dug into superb mutton (Pat chicken) in rich meaty sauces, 
meat including liver and kidney and a deep ruby colour several shades off 
Guinness. Dall was equally good and rich. Shortly after we’d finished and had 



ordered tea, tweo men and a Sikh came in gradually, sat down, whipped out 
small bottles of sweet, light gin, whizzed around bottles of “Peecola” (!) quinine, 
which they insistently proffered to us, on top of the tea. They told us that their 
town used to be of importance before Partition, but now it had fallen (and they 
were apologizing in their way for falling with it). Many Sikhs drink, we found, but 
none at all smoke. They sang us the praises of Ludhiana as the ‘Manchester of 
Asia” (sound familiar?) up the road as being a center of factories for hosiery, 
cycle and tractor parts, and other good, useful things.) They railed against China 
as belligerent jackals, and, said one, who’d lived sometime in Lahore, he’d 
expect little more from the Pakis than to rename Lawrence Gardens and to 
remove Victoria’s statue. He said India regarded such names as sacred to the 
past, part of a heritage that is gone but having happened will be cherished, or 
some such effects. One man with pencil mustache was very garrulous, telling all 
the ‘worth-seeing places’ and displaying sharp awareness of world politics 
leaving Americans in the dust, I think. The Sikh was tight and repeated things or 
was effusive in his sentiments on brotherhood and drinking together; the third 
rather bald and heavy and concentrating on drink and food and saying practically 
nil. But they were in good frame of mind and all six of us appreciated friendly 
company and a tot of booze – they enjoyed speaking English and we receiving 
hospitality and cordiality just a few hours over the border. 

Back at the hotel, we gabbed with the young Americans again, who struck 
me as being typically pathetic misplaced types. They could make little of the East 
because of their background. Bruce would be far more comfortable taking his 
396 Malibu from Texas to Florida next summer. They thought pot was cool, but 
wouldn’t take much. They didn’t like hassles at school, but didn’t really come to 
grips with work, either, or were at all interested in the activities or affairs of the 
school. St. Stephens all over: ingrained apathy, no sense of belonging to the 
location or institution, passports full of visas to nowhere. Dad big agricultural Ford 
Foundation man: Scott said he got to meet famous people here that wouldn’t give 
a damn for him in America. Big deal. He said he got to shake Nixon’s hand in 
Lahore, but thenm admitted he had no respect for Nixon. Uninformed, naïve 
consumers. Ho hum. Yet amusing and likeable kids nonetheless. They both gave 
vivid accounts of accidental bombing (exploded mines breaking windows) in 
Lahore: sensational. They did little to allay my fear of snakes: the krait kills 
instantaneously, though sluggish and unaggressive, and the cobra is fast and 
dangerous. They have seen them only in snake-wallah baskets. I spent half the 
night thinking they were coming across the floor! I hope that doesn’t last. Pat 
feeling poorly from nose congestion and monthlies. Richard a bit off too with cold. 
My shit has been rock-hard and pebbly – anti-dysentery. 

Boys gave us bidis to smoke: rolled eucalyptus leaves, strong flavoured 
but bad drawing, amazingly cheap. Anything for a giggle.

In margin: Harry Fogie, Headmaster, Lahore American School, Canal Walk, 
Lahore, W. Pakistan

26-XI, Thursday, LUDHIANA [202], 9-27-04



Thanksgiving prayers to all at home.
Oxcarts slow waddling on the road peaceful.
Long espresso writing diary in Hotel. Everybody wants us to eat breakfast. 

Ferocious Sikhs came in khakis, crossed bandoliers. Wow! Gnashing wildly 
behind me.

Flat tire with bullock babies black munching noisily in the brush. Young 
Sikhs with pretty eyes, fluff of hair up nape, watch us in silent amusement. 
Turbans all colours of rainbow, only one at a time.

Had small bowls of haldi/cauliflower and dhall and chapatti and tea 
(2,85R) on outskirts of Ludhiana. Early afternoon, sunny, sat in shade away from 
flies. Gradually Sikhs come up and stand around, a few hesitant questions 
asked. Great brass pots lined up in row along hollowed brickhole fires. Before we 
know it (me writing) this little bloke asks us to please stay the night at his house 
as guests and he’ll show us the town. Richard’s beady eyes flickered and I kinda 
grinned at the plans for Delhi [run] taking [yet] another diversion. 

He was Ram Nath [Cheema] and had a very dapper small Mexican 
sombrero and small turned-up mustache – solid, earnest, joyful, intent. I don’t 
know if Pat can stand all the burning spirit of these people. I get full of tears and 
want to aver all their fine thoughts. This young man said many wise things before 
we left him. He is devout, tolerant, happy, understanding, generous, strong. We 
are not allowed to pay for the food. We stop at his office where (as Richard said) 
he said, “I have guests,” and his boss [replied], “My dear boy, take the afternoon 
off and treat them well!”

We go home. His wife looks like Rose Press [boyhood neighbor] and is 
about 8 ½ months gone. There is a Noshi-like baby girl, Letizia (after Napoleon’s 
mother!) of about 1 year, jolly and rubbery. The house is self-contained, cement; 
Mom (bespectacled and gracious, shook hands– for the first time in her life! -- 
with us) on the first floor, kitchen and one bed/living room on second, 80 chickens 
and three roosters on the third. Much open balcony with no railing, loo on ground 
floor outside in triangle behind wall. Gate to street. We immersed ourselves in 
totally new environment within minutes there.

On the walls – Guru Nanak, first founder of the Sikh brotherhood (Ram’s 
wife is), taught monotheism and other no-nonsense variants of Hinduism, 9 
Gurus followed, the last Gobind Singh, died over 100 years ago but solidified the 
sect; thus every male Sikh has Singh as surname, all women’s names end in -ka. 
Also Lakshmi coming out of foam [Botticelli’s Venus?] worshipped by merchants 
and bankers in the form of their money, which they should not be too tight with. 
Small altar with Buddha (last reincarnation of Vishnu) and Rama (second to last). 
Ram, a drainage engineer busy in flood time with drains and off-season with 
canals, spoke volubly, intensely, soulfully of his religion. He wanted us to 
understand. He wanted us to see and took us to Rama and Sikh temples. He 
gave us books to take with us, Lives of Sri Ramakrishna and Swami 
Vivakananda. We mentioned spirituality and he was off and running. We are on 
earth to help humanity. We care for our guests to the fullest extent (quoted fable 
of starving family in Rig Veda.) We give alms freely, thanking the beggar for the 
opportunity to do so. (I nearly cried at the pace of sweet ideas and ideology.) We 



must create strong bonds of friendship and brotherhood to counteract 
smallmindedness and stupidity and cruelty.

Down the road was a funny little temple with loud bashing rhythms and 
high nasal female voices chanting ecstatically. It sounded very African – unison, 
danceable, happy, repetitious, whining, bell & drum. It was a bare room about 25 
x 10 with two dozen women seated in a circle, one at mike, 3 or 4 others playing 
percussson, bareassed babies rolling around. On the walls were lit cabinets 
containing dollies of Vishnu and Lakshmi covered by Shesh (cobraheaded, 
Eternity), Hanuman, Rama & Sita. The women were not put off by Ram saying 
shut up for a minute so I can explain; they dug our interest. We stepped around 
them for closer looks; they started up, we sat on sheet covered floor, I took pic, 
patted kids. Women worship while men work, Ram says (that’s not African!) Or 
can you picture Catholic wives and kids singing hymns on weekday afternoons at 
Saint Augustine’s? [boyhood parish in Providence.] We could hear them clearly 
before we arrived and well after we left. They were chanting different incidents in 
song from the life or Rama (Which Ram related to me in rich detail) with an 
intensity matched in America by Holy Rollers or Black Baptists and in England by 
nothing at all. Passionate, unreasoning, devoted, full of love and faith. I was 
mightily impressed. Over the brick archway asw we left were impassive, 
orientally smiling chalk-white images of Rama with his bow, Sita his estranged 
beloved wife, and Lakshman, the devoted faithful brother. 

27-XI, Friday, AMBALA [212], 9-28-04
The morning proved a bit disorganized, untangling beds and people, 

queueing for the loo, sorting out covers. A young buxom girl visited briefly while I 
was brusing my teeth, curious looks from below at Rover and up at us. Chapati-
like omelets and boiled eggs were made for us, and tea, strong and hot. The little 
room, with its calendars of Blonde at Nymphenburg (Telefunken) and India Glass 
House (with Camp Sikhs) seemed homey though chill til the sun came up. Orion 
was low in the East by morning; stars brighter here than in ‘the other 
Manchester.’ By nine the chickens had been tended, blinds rolled up, view 
enjoyed, Rover inspected and repacked, tiffin basket’ prepared, au revoirs to 
Mom, Wife, and Letizia. I took snap of front gate, concrete 3-story small house 
and our friend in his Pancho Villa hat with family as his amused neighbours stood 
around unabashedly curious. [gawking] We backed out of the street, having carts 
and dump tractor moved for us and a lot of curious heads poked out [windows, 
doors]. Some of the girls are remarkably pretty, alert, amply put together. We 
drove Ram Nath to his offices across town, admiring ‘chuffers’ at large 
switchyard, pushing cars backward up and down, blowing black billow under the 
bridge. Most of the traffic over the bridge was pedestrian or carts, few vehicles, 
despite ‘advancement’ of town. The odd fact is that though vehicles are fewer 
and cities more congested, there is none of that hilarious overcrowding of 
vehicles so remarkable in Afghanistan. 

We took leave of Ram Nath with warm affection. He adjured us to read the 
Lives he had given us so that we may better understand the lives of saintly 
Hindus whose words and deeds had positive effects on large numbers of men. I 



certainly intend to do so, if it means packing [up] Proust. This man lives as he 
speaks – straight, generous, honest. He practices the precepts of human action 
laid down in mythological form by his religion, he appreciates and perceives the 
noble and imitable attributes of Gods and Heroes and tries his best to emulate 
them. How many Christians imitate Christ? Beyond the mouthing, if that? An 
unforgettable personality, whom I shall be honoured tro correspond with. I wished 
him a son, and clapped him on the back!

[Margin note: POP [/FILM] MUSIC: bouzouki-like sitar, tabla, string 
section, alto sax, frequent vocal duets [between] men tenors and women 
invariably high, nasal, Minnie-Mouse treble, sounding sped up and vibrated. 
Highly rhythmic, chordal sense rather elementary, with some counterpointing.]

We took trunk road to Sirhind, where we muddled about halfheartedly 
trying to find two recommended tombs. We went to Moghul fort, whose ruins 
occupied by Fruit Research Nursery, and ate our box lunch in the sun. Me writing 
furiously as I did between giving alms to locals as we waited for a flat to be 
changed for an hour at Ludhiana. Then we went mistakenly to a huge, gleaming, 
eggshell, two-domed contraption whose use we could only wildly surmise. Then 
the delightful one-lane road to Chandigarh – untreed, flat, straight, cultivated with 
reeds, low fields of yellow-topped plants, fallow fields, ploughed fields, bullock 
carts jogging along, Skihs staring, smiling, old men with long white beards, tall 
tall waving reeds, like silver fingers, long vistas over the flat land. Soon we came 
to Chandigarh, which was a bit better than Islamabad in that there were more 
people, flats were of better design – bold Le Corbusier / Maxwell Fry white 
concrete-lined brick of many varieties. But still, the overall impression was that of 
bleakness and emptiness that chilled the heart. 

V P Bhatia, 15 Staff Road, Ambala Cant[onmen]t. (Haryana)
HAH – yes. NAHI – no.
TOO MEH KYAH CHAHI YE? (What do you want?)
KRIPA KARKE (Please!)
MAAF KARNA (Excuse me)
KANHA PAR HE? (Where is   ?)
AAP KAYSE HE(N)?  (How are you?)
BAHOOT ACHA  (Very good.)
ACHA  (okay, fine, understood)
HAMNE NAHI(N) MANGA  (We didn’t ask for this.)
ISKO K(A)YA KAHTE HAI(N)?  (What’s this called?)
SHUKRIYA  (Thank you!)
YE BAHOOT ACHA NE   (This very good is.)
TEAK HE (This is OK); SUB TEAK HE   (Everything is fine.)
HUM SABAH KEEL REHETE  (We’ll pay in the morning.)
K(A)YA APKE PAAS [MALAS GHOOST] HE?  (Have you got any [meat]?)
HAMKO HINDI BOLNA NEHI ATA  (We don’t speak Hindi.)
HAM THAK GAYE  (I’m tired.)
AB HAMAY JHANA CHAHI YE  (We must be off.)



The city was divided into sectors 1-20 and further into block and house 
numbers – dehumanizing. Why couldn’t they use flower names or something 
identifiable and less hard? [Small drawing of four shop-fronts.] All shops had 
great beetling brow of concrete overhead. Buildings were very varied, done into 
rows, blocks, with large scrubby areas in between. People need space, but they 
also need to be able to crowd, especially when they’re used to it. There must be 
shopping bazaars somewhere, but we didn’t see any. Had tea and too many 
gulabbjams at a rather bare shop; bought Panamas; met no one. The Tribune 
printed here, that Ram Nath had, noted several recent robberies and six murders 
within the month at this town, present population estimated to us at 3 lahks 
(million). I’m sure that’s a lot higher than other Indian cities that size; we saw 
several liquor stores. Does ‘urbanizing’ man invariably drive him to drink and 
violence? Whatever the fine concept of Le Corbusier at the inception of this vast 
project, architecture and planning contributing as the do so strongly to sociology, 
I think that the place is spiritually a failure, too many limbs without a head or 
heart. 

IT IS BETTER TO HAVE TREES THAN GOLD IN THE BANK.
--- India National Forestry Commission

SAFETY FIRST, LUCK AFTERWARDS

We were shortly at Ambala, which has a huge [30 sq. mi.] cantonment 
containing Army and Air Force staff in numbers. St. Paul’s Church was our goal, 
since guidebook claimed it was one of the finest. We didn’t see it, but we did find 
the Hampshire Piggery, the vision of which set Pat and myself into convulsions 
and drooling. Here we paused while the man sliced pieces of lean pork for us to 
fry – two roops a pound – and placed them on his brass scale. Thus we decided 
to stay there, and went to the P.W.D. resthouse, where several English kids were 
camped in one room, and we tentatively negotiated the other huge room for us. It 
had a big fan (on a parallel with N. Florida, it must get a lot of use) several nicely 
made modern chairs, fine oval table, corner full of tile boxes and gold-green 
drape for redecoration, two beds in center together, rolled carpets. One dim bulb 
pierced the darkness. It seemed a great bargain at 4 after preposterous 5 each at 
Ferozepore. Pat and I took a turn to shop, buying a kilo spuds, small cauliflower, 
spicy filled parathas from a restaurant (bakers few; eating joints make own 
chapattis.) Had a run thru Super Bazaar, Indian’s first department store chain, 
polite friendly people in front of different counters, no customers, looking cross 
the room at each other, a big bare barn of a place.

As elsewhere, cows and bullocks quietly roam the streets on their own. A 
few heifers stick their heads in doorways at mealtimes. Crowded, quiet, gray little 
streets. Sweet shop stop for tea cookies “arf-dollar” [2/6?] sized. Priced Liberty 
Beer at 5,50 – no go! Back at camp Pat tended food while I wrote pp. 196-211 in 
a great fit of energy. The compound [is] pleasant and leafy, well-tended, work 
going on in one suite, plenty of personnel around, still not firm if we can stay, oh 
yes, but we must be gone by 8am because big boss is coming and if his suite is 
in use, balls will be broken, as these poor chaps rent out these places at their 



peril. Ha ha! The smells of frying potatoes and pork drove me out periodically. We 
ate the greasy goodies at the oval table – pork a bit hard and crisp, rind rubbery 
but good. I went over to the courtyard garden to see about tea; green-faced 
workers showed me their sandpapering activity, grinning like mandrills! 

In the fine suite, a bristly, barrel-chested young man gripped my hand and 
said he was John Major. We had a brisk chat, he called for tea to be sent (to the 
wrong room), he told me that he was Lever Brothers’ promotion man for new 
washing tablet Rin (works wonders) and invited me out for drinks. I politely 
declined: a bit tired, behind in writing, can’t take evening of high-powered chat. 
He came over, had tea with us, gave us combs, Rin, soap dishes, said he wants 
to go to America. No Hindu passivity in this boy – boisterous and determined to 
please and impress. He carted Pat off with him and Richard and I [was] left in 
peaceful solitude -- but not for long.

About 11 Richard came in smiling, eyes glazed, reeking of Scotch followed 
by Vijay, short snub-nosed blotch-faced curly-haired man in Air Force. We were 
to stay at his house. Deepak Johnmajor was an old AF buddy. He’d been 
appalled that he didn’t call him. They met in the club, great reunion. We packed 
everything, made apologies, off we went following Vijay’s scooter. We were met 
at the fine ranch house by Suresh -- a very pleasant, witty, sensitive fellow from 
Bangalore -- who was flying at 7am. We talked quite a bit about the East and 
West during the evening, while Deepak danced frantically and gracefully with 
sweaty, smiling Pat. Indian rum and scotch [was] flowing wildly, Deepak mixed 
them in large tumblers. Vijay was not a reluctant host, but Deepak, who had had 
his own chance at hospitality thwarted, was free and easy with his old friend’s. 
He dragged me outside to pick a chicken from the hen house. The three-month 
white leghorns looked chilly, uneasy, sad, resigned as they blinked mournfully at 
me and huddled in fear and cold. The feathers and entrails of three of their flock 
lay in an unsightly pile by the kitchen door. I nearly cried to see them and 
absolutely refused that another should be slaughtered upon my arrival. The 
small, dark Hanuman in the kitchen -- with rat-like face, benign expression, blue 
toque on the back of his head – was preparing chicken curry and rice. 

Vijay, Richard, and I went down to the main road (G.T.) to an all knight [sic] 
food shop by the Bus Stand to procure ‘pheasants’ for Deepak. (Meanwhile, the 
other two went to work vying for Pat’s favours.) Vijay was curt and ordered them 
about, saying if it weren’t for the Air Force, they’d go broke. They gave him smart 
service and mock salutes. The two cooks, young and wiry, could have passed for 
American Negroes. We took 20 minutes in getting a little jar of liver curry. 
Meanwhile we sampled curdy cheese and sipped our drinks. Though pulling rank 
with these men, Vijay said that his Muslim valet (Cooking) was a fine fellow, and 
treated him liberally as a friend – perhaps more true than in some places. 

Back at the house the rug was removed and dancing continued to 
sprightly Indian pop tunes (accordion, vibes, alto sax, drums!) and Vijay kept 
slipping on bloody Cliff Richard (Second-rate, second-hand Pat Boone plus Elvis 
Pretzel) to which he pushed Pat about the floor in a ginger shuffle. I’m sure that 
these guys must be thrilled at the touch of a foreign woman—Pat, though hating 
their handling, which I was totally unaware of, kept smiling and feigning 



tiredness. They really were remorseless in not letting the poor girl sit down a bit. I 
had a chat with Suresh: he said he felt the East were being suckers in treating 
foreigners so good here and being treated poorly in return, i.e., no entry visas. 
He said people really lived their philosophy of greeting and accepting visitors 
(certainly true.) Otherwise thing he uttered, and I’m amazed to find people 
everywhere uttering sage and fine statements about life and living it fully. No 
fatuity or nonsense, generally. Deepak over dinner talked too loud and too much, 
exhibited ill regard for Sikhs, and got into argument with Suresh, who deftly, in his 
quick, witty, English, put him down, but he bluntly disregarded it. Suresh he left 
after dinner, he was flying very early. I certainly hope we see him again in 
Bangalore. Soon afterward we went to bed, where Pat broke down in hatred of 
their feeling her constantly. I tried to defend them as restless boys, but she 
couldn’t buy it. She expected them to treat her as dull passionless grey London 
men at a party night. No harm came to her; Vijay had said that if she couldn’t 
trust his friends in his own house, he’d disown them as friends and kill them. Yet 
Deepak had asked me if he could sleep with us, which I thought very cheeky. 
Such grabbiness was monumentally obtuse and inhuman. He runs after the 
mature things in life pell-mell with insatiable madness: America would make him 
a tycoon. He must go through this phase before he can regard the spiritual with 
any respect again, I suppose. Slept hard and cold.

27-XI, Saturday, DELHI [223], 12-04-04
Woke early without immediate tiredness but a mild head. Deepak pounded 

on the door with tea. Pat took ages to get up, avoiding further encounters, I 
suppose. Wanted to cuddle to remove taint of strange hands. I was able to [be] 
liberal and understanding because I had the woman and I was warm with D. and 
V. Sikh Sadhu came and stayed while Vijay was at his office – a tall, handsome 
man, courteous and kind, brought us more tea. Deepak exhorted us to stay, 
although our host was far less vocal. We determined to make Delhi. Sat around 
all morning writing, listening to Indian pop records (all film scores) with weird 
string ensembles. Spoke with parrot (very young) and budgies in a large cage 
(must be cold at night.) Explored garden with Vijay, which had cauliflower, spuds, 
tomatoes, radishes, green onions. Maid cleaned living room, started cooking 
when we went out to see town.

St. Paul was blitzed accidentally by Pakistanis in 1965, who were aiming 
at 16 hangars just beyond by the runways. Amazed ’68 edition of the Guide didn’t 
have it. Set in sadly neglected but pretty garden, looked real Gothic rather than 
Victorian from a distance because in ruins and overgrown by trees and vines. We 
looked at the wistful scene for some minutes in silence, pondering the 
unfortunate fate of a church whose brothers were nearly all intact in blitzed 
England. But it was not a handsome structure.

By the car were funny little birds with crests, looked like small wading birds 
with long, straight beaks. [my crude drawing of Hoopoe, with legend ‘rusty brown, 
white, black]. Parrots are wild, and other strange birds. We saw a mongoose 
prowling near the chickens later, a large, brown weasely fellow. 

When the Hampshire Piggery man said that sausages would be available 



at 11am, I never thought we’d get a chance. We watched him make them, 
pressing very lean, too-fine mince into the brass spout with a crank plunger made 
by W. Douglas, Putney. He ran water through casings and rolled it on by hand, 
making a small batch of sweet, and larger batch of ‘hot” (green chilies, tasty but 
not fiery.) The room was dim and utensils few, a boy watched us through the 
window, and a few customers came back in as well. The [sausages] looked too 
lean, but were pink and fat. Air trouble with hot batch, but casings sturdy. Chillies, 
ginger, black pepper, too much salt in hot ones; sweet okay. English sausages go 
with English breakfast – omelet, white sliced bread, butter, marmelade, tea. 
Another legacy of occupation.

Back at the house, Pat fried the lot, turned gray, would not brown, exuded 
no fat. Mirian the small lady cook suggested too late to parboil them, which might 
have helped. Mirian made slightly chillied omelets in deep fat. Mmm. Tea in the 
sun completed the meal. Vijay refused his, but the Moslem (whom I greeted 
‘salaam alaikum’) insisted. Lying on the living room floor, Vijay gave me lots of 
useful Hindi phrases. The small chubby pretty wife of Hero Pilot across the street 
(VRC for 7 Patton tanks in 1965 war) came over for a chat. Perfect English from 
Sacred Heart nuns at Dalhousie for 10 years. [226] Pretty wench whose eyes 
were tantalizingly hid behind dark glasses. We said goodbye and left casually 
shortly thereafter. 

Road curiously unabsorbing – too like England, too much thinking about 
people. My mind is ablaze with this place and we haven’t ‘seen’ one thing in 
India. The people and their ideas will certainly take precedence. Electric Board 
has ‘electrified’ a town and lined the road for a mile with banners. “Welcome to 
our Beloved Prime Minister” reads another trusting banner. Trees all 
whitewashed four feet up.

Delhi in the dark: a mad whirl of tongas, three-wheelers, and pedestrians 
in the Old Town lit with bazaars and restaurants, we passed huge Gurdwara-like 
hotel, and other big hotels. Modern big buildings everywhere, spaciously laid 
[out], fine spray of fountains at roundabouts, parks, walled mansions, and 
embassies along wide parkways. Large project where Mr. Saksena lives (I 
Avenue, House 230) gray and regular and cold. But the reception was warm and 
very cordial. 

Man of 70, baldish, gray eyes, handsome face, red and happy, firm grip, 
straight and sturdy. Wife sad-eyed, toothless, but dry on remarks, balancing 
man’s effusions. Son Umesh a bit strange, aloof, nervous, odd unintelligible. 
Elder brother Mayesh, dark and flashing but modest, obedient, loving son. Close 
but not verbose family. Man said he was happy in his life, happy to see us, 
reveled in his children and grandchildren, defended the British with whom he 
worked in Government for 35 years. Had on black Nehru jacket and beige wool 
cap. Oranges, rum, scotch were produced. Good oranges, nice with neat rum. 
Seekh kabobs later as savoury. Concerned with our stay, what to see, where to 
put up. Immediately into life views. I said simple life best, not to demand too 
much of oneself, and Mayesh concurred loudly. West vs. East discussed and 
variants of usual conclusions agreed upon – can be examined more thoroughly. 
Old man said West practical, East sentimental (they said Allahabad where white 



Ganges meets blue Jumna holy and lovely!) I said I was sentimental, too. 
We tried YMCA hostel, very posh, very full, and then followed Mayesh on 

his scooter to Scout Hostel, where he roused fat doctor, pleased to see friends of 
Saksena, and had another man give us a guest room, which was fine and high, 
hot water, view of trains on Ring Road, near Saksena house. We appreciated 
such kindnesses and cooperation in getting us bedded. A brief stop at sister’s 
produced tea, ask about food which we tiredly refused, me upset tum briefly [?] 
TV off, nephew gave us palms together bow from neck, first such greeting 
anywhere. Slept long and sound.

29-XI, Sunday, DELHI [229], 6-11-05
Writing furiously when awake: first day I’ve caught up in a fortnight on 

writing. Want to do it before examining Delhi. At breakfast hostel seen to be 8R 
each, full board or not, beyond our so-called means, may try to contact other 
unknown people, like Deepak’s Dutch “sleeping partner” or his brother. [I take] 
leisurely shower with Pat and other toilet care. Up to date but frantic pace of 
writing unnerves me: will concentrate on essentials from now-on, I hope. Try to 
understand these generous, live-right people, philosophy and religion.

Cross r rather round this town by Ring Road for lunch. Received warmly 
by Saksena who spoke at length with us of things in his old-fashioned but 
tolerant, wise and positive manner. When he intimated that East and West would 
surely be meeting it struck me that, with his long exposure to British occupation 
and his openmindedness, he was far forward in sophistication and understanding 
of the shrinking to size of our own world to a ‘community’ than most of my 
countrymen might be, but that’s only unnecessary slighting. He showed much 
concern for the activity of the Pope, and spoke of him out of regard for us as 
Christians and/or because he is in the news with his tour. At night he defended 
his statement against birth control as essential for the head of a religion, the 
same flimsy reason I had used in his defense, but I showed how this had put a 
crack in his infallibility, and made people use their own discretion on the major 
matter of birth control, and make him turn into an aloof old fuddy-duddy who 
could not be aware, among his college of septuagenarian celibates, of the real 
nature of contemporary problems of connubial life, which in turn paves the way 
for other challenges of his Divine Discretion. (The Pope nearly got knifed in 
Manila, and is thinking of retirement, and cardinals over 80 will be denied the 
vote.)

Brother Jagreesh was on hand, eldest son, violet skin and noble Roman 
features, solid and graying slightly, with lovely wife and kids 5, 3, 1. He ate with 
us father, Majesh waited on us, Umesh hovered in background, Mom was slightly 
more vocal with grandchildren around, but scarcely less observant. Mr S. showed 
us some chorta, white embroidered shirts and how to tie a dhoti, baggy pants; it 
doesn’t look easy. I want to get a Nehru jacket. Pat’s thinking about a sari; we 
saw a beautiful girl walk by in a heavily embroidered gold and blue sari. We sat 
on the charpoy in the back yard and Mayesh snapped away with his German 
camera, discussed the news with S. In our slow, tapering way we eventually 
hopped in the car and drove down to old Delhi. 



QUTB MINAR: set in ruined buildings and by monumental arches and 
tombs with fine landscaping and grass and reddened walkway, the five-stage 
tapering minaret is the finest I have seen anywhere, and a masterpiece of 
masonry, engineering, and beauty. In mixed red and cream sandstone of 
alternating rounded and pointed sections (maybe 32 or so) it has many strips of 
Arabic character, flowery and streamlined, and lovely shaped, [meandering?] 
‘round its trunks in well-spaced rings. Decorated linteled doors were features of 
upper stories. (5 in all, 2 more fell a decade ago, so now only first floor open). 
[232, pencil and ink drawing] Diameter at base 14.5 meters, at top 2.75m. The 
masonry was superbly fitted – tight, locked joins, fine wide staircases, incrfedibly 
lovely, intricately put-together pointy windows. Round it were ruins of its mosque, 
not spared during whatever cataclysm revered the tower’s unique beauty. It was 
now a big courtyard, lined on two sides with double portico of pillars, no two of 
which were alike, it seemed, squarish and intricately carved. 

In the middle was a wrought iron pillar which has been there without 
rusting for well over 1000 years. People were laughing and straining to put their 
arms around it backward, which feat would assure luck in love, Mayesh told me. I 
did it easily with my albatross reach; nobody else of us tried. Several chubby 
businessmen in chorta dhoti were trying, with wives giggling. I took photo, and 
one up the side of the Qutb to catch details. It was fun lounging around in such a 
gay park with the locals on a Sunday aft. Saw detailed arch squinched with shell-
shapes and decorated with lotus and richly-carved (maybe too richly) front red 
and white. Marble grills also in small domed tomb, apart and poignant with lovely 
tree behind. Reminding me of contemporaneous Tempietto by Bramante at 
Rome in courtyard of that Spanish church under the brow of the Janiculum (S. 
Pietro in Montorio -- fb). 

We read the plaques, had a drink of refrigerated water (5 paisa) and off we 
went to see the tomb of Akbar Khan. First we stopped at a well-known Hindu 
temple called Jot Maya, in a courtyard under an arch with kids from surrounding 
[--] it was all in white, low rooms, with statues of votive Buddhas at either side, 
bells under canopy, and elephant trunks holding up the roof’s edge. We washed 
our hands, removed shoes, went into an astonishingly plain and rather seedy 
small shrine with pillows and Eid flowers on the floor and a small depression, 
which was where Maya was supposed to have fallen from the heavens eons ago. 
Mayesh said no one knew who had built the first shrine. I can remember far-
fetched tales from Christianity, like all the souvenirs Theodora brought back from 
the Holy Land. The kids chased us out with happy shouts of “What is his name?” 
We had a taste of spiced dry dhall (right hand, please) and dabs of brown (boys) 
and red (Pat) on forehead, for which blessing Mayesh dropped a rupee on the 
sunken silk pillows. [234]

Photo shots listed
1. St. Anthony’s School at dismissal bell, Lahore
2. Fruit and veg stall round corner from May & Baker, Lahore
3. Ram Nath Cheem and family, Ludhiana
4. Qutb Minar detail, Delhi
5. Iron Pillar, Qutb Minar, and “lovers”, Delhi



6. Imam Ziman, 1550, tomb of holy man, near Qutb Minar
7. Humayun’s Tomb, Delhi
8. ?
9. Panch Mahal, Fatephur Sikri
10. Diwan-I-Has, front view
11. Diwan-I-Has, central column under Shah’s chair
12. Prince Salim’s Palace and out buildings

The tomb was austere and plain – no inlaid stone, but simple patterns of 
slightly indented rectangles and square motifs. [small drawing of fretted arch]. 
Richard and M. climbed the dome, while PC [Patty-Cat] and I sat on the steps in 
the growing dusk, looked atg abandoned gray limestone tombs of similar shape 
(dome, squinches, octagon square) across the valley. Kids begged 50p from me 
on the condition that they split the proceeds. We drove to a further holy place 
through a busy village (buses, donkeys, many loaves of brown sugar like 
breadloaves). It had very delicate tapered fluting round bases of columns, a 
large, off-coloured sandstone temple set up some five feet from the road. A fat 
man with glasses was reading archaic inscriptions on the columns, pointing with 
his cane. Blokes were taking snaps – archeology? Lovely placid lake, sunset, 
shade trees in layers beyond. A few boys talked to us, the place was 
mysteriously unidentifiable. Intriguing prospect at times and refreshingly free of 
historic effluvia, you appreciate it as it is – like our old Afghanistan. Old Delhi is 
like the Via Appia Antica – old monuments mixed with funky villages and occult 
quarters.

We stopped at Saksena’s for a welcome cuppa and a brief chat. Umesh is 
unemployed: no reasons given but words come for him in a nervous garble, and 
he sits in autistic trance-like huddles. Mother is quiet but watchful – coming 
‘round from her long illness. We discussed aspects of the news. Tape recorder 
whipped out (German) and I played a few minutes on my clarinet for them. 
Mayesh tapped foot and really showed enjoyment. Mother lay next to my chair 
and glued eyes (and ears?) as did Umesh. Father quiet but oblivious. Richard 
reading English history, PC taking it all in. After a typically delayed departure, we 
went to diner at Sister-in-Law’s (Brother Jagreesh.) Eldest giggly son present 
briefly. The dinner was a sever too much to finish – a very hot spinach chutney, 
egg curry, cauliflower haldi, and rice, chapatti, finish with unfortunately burned 
milk fruit salad. 

We talked about more East/West, discussed sex at length. Saksena 
outlined Victorian morality as practiced here in theory, and gave us the 
background from the Vedas of a man’s life: 0-25 are years of celibacy and study; 
25-50, freedom to marry or do what he likes; 50-75, live in silence with family; 
over 75, go begging or to a monastery. Hye seemed to want to show us the 
orthodox ancient viewpoint, and let us draw our own conclusions. He sensed that 
interpretation was all-important, for Christianity as well. He decried the stupid 
complacency and reaction of the Brahmins, long0since fallen to under-educated 
circles (?), but still insisting only they could read and interpret Holy Books, 
whereas Sanskrit was studied in many schools. Brahmins thus effectively ignored 



for years. Indian women far more equal than Muslims, thank God. But orthodoxy 
despises use of pill, for sex is only [to make] babies. Hmmm.

30-XI, Monday, DELHI [237], 6/24/05
[Penciled note: see Observatory, Connaught Circus, Parliament St., 

Jantar, Mantar]
Did little sightseeing.
Connaught: central fountain, concentric circles decadent, touristy, Dublin 

or Paragon (Bath). Slightly old-world flavor.
Tourist office: busy, leaflets in bundles, sharp helpful grads, funny girl 

selling cards in total seriousness but gaily. 
Delhi diverse elements in smooth mixture: Washington official, Paris plan 

and park, Rome fountains, NYC parkway office buildings, poor in tents or huts 
jumbled in here and there. On Circus, swank tourist restaurants face rough home 
cookin’ joints for workers. We saw a hi-rise concrete frame with bent wooden 
exoskeleton of scaffolds, lashed poles tilting crazily making straight concrete look 
bent behind. Men and women, dark southern workers mostly I guess, formed a 
human ladder of earth head-baskets up and down. Intriguing paradox or 
cooperative effort. Labour must be very cheap. Clerks get about 6.25R a day!

FORT: Difficult of access, because so many shops on the arcade inside 
the gate. So many new things!

[note: Pat says ‘tooth’ to rhyme with ‘foot’ –h]
Indian jade, sarees, agate, star sapphires, oriental small paintings – 

nobody in any of these touristy places was anything but polite and kindly, and 
didn’t care whether we bought anything or not. Ivory chess sets, rubies of red 
and purple. Pat tried on a sari or two – no go. Brass cig boxes and silk scarves 
and brass enameled bowls (7-8” diameter) for 50 cents. 

We got to the fort, finally. More Indians than tourists strolling about. Red 
sandstone outside – walls, gates. More red sandstone – Moti Mahal, Fountain of 
Eternal Waters, knee-high wall overlooking Jumana [River], other bits. But also 
white marble, open audience places Diwan-I-Am, Diwan-I-Hass, hammam, 
porticoed fountainheads Gracefully scalloped pointed arch[es used for] both 
function and decoration. A superb layout, one which suited Son et Lumiere 
treatment well (the first in Asia). Fifty-minute time limit a bind: British Raj pushed 
through and hooked offstage, this century given about 3 minutes. Sound is a bit 
off in spots, but soon just looking at Diwan-I-Haas and imagining the Peacock 
Throne was enough for me.

[characters = OM]
Spent a few hours trying to find Deepak’s girl Saddie Barnett and “Walia 

Enterprises” was a tourist phenomenon for Embassy Crowd – out in Lesser 
Kylash, a project of middle-class abodes (cows in open-air garbage dumps) – at 
3 times Old Town prices and lots of imported records. Walia was fat and 
westernized entrepreneur – most of his customers were middleclass Indians 
craving Elvis Presley or Embassy wives after darling, cuddly Ganesh dolls or 
cigarette boxes and all sorts of vulgar tripe.

Ate with the staff at the Scouts place – we cannot find cheaper 



accommodations anywhere. The lady is lovely and charming, Mr. Roy (garrulous 
old Oxonian from Calcutta, been all over, talked of American diversions of 
English), Mr. Rao, and kitchen manager. No sparrows, but better lit. Food dry, 
much potato, done frittered or with black pepper or with cauliflower in haldi, egg 
curry. Six big bowls each meal.

Scrabble with Richard late four nights running. I won three and he nosed 
me out the last night by 1 + 2. It was companionable and goodnatured but a bit 
mad nonetheless. 

1-2-3-XII, December, DELHI [240], 6-24-05

[in shaky inked capitals above margin:]
kids wear eye shadow, bare bottoms.
Moms have nare gems or bangles, anklets.
Boys (and men?) leave long strands at hair whorl.

Big cities invariably tend to make my pen inert. So much aimless driving, 
seeing of the same places again and again tends to dull my sensibilities rather 
than sharpen them. The pace of life seems to make less time for reflection and 
writing. Besides, most of the places we saw these days were not tourist or 
extraordinary spots, diminishing need for descriptive commentary.

At American Express I saw a perfectly beautiful, peaceful Mormon girl of 
20 from Utah with [Jack] Whitey spectacles. She had spent two years here and 
radiated lovely things. I would liked to have spent some time near her.

At the sumptuous white Nepali Embassy, a great triangular garden with 40’ 
palms, I spoke with a tiny, perky NJ girl, built precisely like Suzi Schulmann who 
talked of typical topics of American chick traveling alone and her tribulations. 
Not over 20, friends went back. Also with tall, lanky, laconic Canadian engineer, 
freelancing all over world (26 months in Karachi factory) who made a few dry 
remarks and is heading to Kathmandu. Slim Fleming: hope I see him again.

Brief encounter with Phil and Lynn. Phil gave away TCs to a sharpster – 
reclaiming costly with Telex to and from London. Staying weeks while boat 
schedules determined. Taking most meals from pressure cooker, as little contact 
with Indians as possible, both being reclusive and uncomfortable personally. 
Despite witty remarks, Phil fidgety, uncertain, unhearty. Lynn turned her back 
when a voluble, boozed travel agent in Worldways (Bob) accosted us to tell us 
his plan to have an International Tourist Hostel working scarcely above cost. She 
claimed that most of the Indians she’d met struck her as “terribly insincere.” 
Dearie me. What diverse impressions we have.

Excitement and butterflies at frequent visits to the Post Offices and 
thumbing through the letters. But since the initial windfall, not a single piece for 
any of us has appeared. Nevertheless, Pat and I have sent out at least a dozen 
cards each in responses and Xmas greetings. We have had showers together 4 
mornings while at the Boy Scouts – most pleasant! 

The fountain in the center of Connaught Place is very new and quite fun – 
fine spray, rough brickwork fantasy. The place is crowded with card-slapping 



circles of men at all hours – the eye of the hurricane in New Delhi. Sleeping 
workers, beggars, with this super new waterworks in the center. A man was 
locked in the loo when Pat and I came by, set underground across from the great 
pump engine room.

Ate at a large bare dim restaurant with plush chairs: Wenger’s. The 
Chinese food was well-prepared but short on the feature ingredient. A nice 
change, aloof atmosphere.

Delhi gets dim and spooky at night. Electricity is scarce and expensive, so 
low-watt bulbs are used. The fort, surprisingly enough, is completely dark, 
unfortunately obscured major landmark. We got hopelessly lost in Old Town one 
night, riding round and round in dizzying frustration. Also a lot of fires are lit at 
night and ghee smoked in big pans. And the industrial fumes settle in the heavy 
air, making the city take on, particularly at spacing (?) distances, rather a foggy 
Londontown atmosphere. 

Mrs. Patwardhan had us go to her house for a tool around her bazaar at 
A-----. She is a chubby, pleasant, capable woman who organizes visitors for the 
Scouts. She’s been to Russia on big Scouting parties and is shortly off to Manila. 
Mr. Saksena jokes with her that they take each others’ jobs. She lived in a small 
first floor flat with her husband and pretty daughter, Suhaas, 14 maybe. Sneha 
herself is very corpulent of tummy and behind, and her features which would 
pass as Negro, also salty practical humor and laugh. As we cruised about the 
bazaar after tea (and cocoanut balls, spicy fried noodles, and crisp complex hot 
jellabies, all made at home) I thought it might be a good time to get [buy] chorta 
and dhoti. She had chat with a thin, obsequious man in one shop who trotted out 
simple thin linen starched shirts lightly embroidered with long baggy sleeves. He 
said 9.50, she said she’d give him 8 in rapid-fire Hindi. He conceded. With the 
low, incredibly-fat one-size cheaters’ dhoti (not a single strip, but trousers). These 
he said were a steal at 7.50 and this was a firm price. [Mrs. P. raised her 
eyebrow.] We got the pair for 15. Onward. 

Pat got herself a lungi of yellow and orange elephants and a plain yellow 
top for 35 at the same rather modern shop Mrs. P’s daughter bought hers. They 
were pinning sequined lacy patches onto felt, for transfer onto saris for young 
ladies. A bit of whimsy. 

Used compass first time not in desert but downtown Delhi; what a complex 
maze of poorly-lit streets in old quarter!

4-XII, Friday, DELHI [245], 6-24-05
Lakshmi Narain (Birla) Temple + 1939, cream and red sandstone, huge 

lingam structures surrounded by smaller peaks, gardens full of weird symbols 
and delightfully diverting playground atmosphere. [swastika] Aryan with none of 
Hitler’s warped connotations. Elephants, huge and tiny, cobras spitting water, 
slides, tables and chairs, caves, strewn flowers on marble – completely open, 
spacious, free, airy, quotes in Sanskrit Hindi and English on pillars all thru the 
temple and in the gardens. Provocative messages rim / run across by chance 
and absorbed. Picnic table and love seat encourage all to come and enjoy. The 
most menial task or venture takes on unique worthy significance in Hindu clime – 



no work wasted with a sense of duty and service behind it. Hungry people can be 
calm and happy in it. I can see the good in it, not the bad; Indians in America 
perhaps do the same. A spiritual fairyland – Buddhas prominent – gift of bell and 
gong from Chinese and Japanese brethren. Lazy hour with Pat. [hank of pale 
blue wool]

GURDWARA: Top of a wedding cake with swarms of bright beings flowing 
in and out. Huge fairground with stalls, roped off eating areas, endless sunny 
stands selling books, Sikh hair equipment (ruing, knife, bangle), all sorts of 
sweetmeats, weaty delicious warm porridge for symbolic ‘giving of half’ on broad 
gray leaf cups, a great array of beards and turbans, bare feet on long carpets 
connecting different sections, large canopied area where people sat listening to 
live music and a loud speaker, greeted several times when brief repetitious 
explanations of Sikhism offered, for world understanding. Hubbub and informality 
of both places moving – religion to be lived and enjoyed, to fill all our senses in 
happiness, not austere ranting about morals and sober preoccupations with 
one’s personal soul and morals. A church bazaar has nothing of the religious 
element in it, only ancillary for fund raising: this is a harmonious whole, as is life.

Back for lunch; I was exhausted and collapsed briefly. Felt full and lazy – 
too much late scrabble, city fumes, do-nothing. I dragged myself off to visit 
Safarjahan’s tomb, by the road parallel to the ring on inside: it was set on a block 
of pointed shallow arches, about 70 feet square and maybe 8 feet high, 
spanderel decoration [six-point star or bulls-eye, with dots in center], one 
peacock. Tomb under dome over octagon with massive supports. Staircase up 
leads to second dome, rounded cylinder [drawn] of thin bricks, totally bare, eight 
indented bays [Romanesque drawn]. At four corners [drawn] covered kiosks and 
on sides low buildings [one drawn, four arches]. Nicely done, sturdy but not 
stodgy, interesting fullness of design, decoration reserved. Grounds a bit seedy.

Humayun’s Tomb could be seen from the top, and we saw our mistake in 
confusing the two. Design essentially the same except HT twice the size, not at 
all ruined, and finer details. Long, lovely tended gardens. Imposing vista thru 
gate, like Shah Jahangir’s in Lahore. These Moguls really thought a lot of 
themselves to make such self-important tombs. [ditto Mount Auburn, Hollywood?] 
What Hindu did such vain bullshit? Would it have served humanity better or 
brought their spirits nearer nirvana? Doubt it. Anyway, it was nice to walk around, 
and [with?] the Hindoo families up top on the wide walk with tiny red carved 
fence. Octagonal rooms at corners with marble screens on all sides, and view of 
but no entrance into the main tomb, except on last side we tried. Dome high, 
wide, and simple, except tiny daubed stalactites around its base, like a sloped 
frieze. No bands of Koran script, no fine spattering of carved stucco, very austere 
designs [drawn] on walls. Looked like once painted but peeled gray and white. 
No minarets at ende of huge platform, but a dozen tiny pavilions on roofs, all 
carved and airy. And the masonry marble was very tightly and expertly fitted 
together [drawn like Mondrian] in the cubic designs I’ve always been fond of. 
Bought slide; [I drew] grill pattern diligently [put] in sketchbook. 

At Lahore Fort a chat with Mr. Singha who says anything western can be 
sold in Delhi, and many good things (like $25 ivory chess sets and stones) can 



be brought back. Hmmm…
Had rushed tea before sitting through a Francois Truffaut obsessional 

murder thriller, The Bride Wore Black. Jeanne Moreau was laconic, intense, 
coolly efficient as widow of childhood lover accidentally shot by group of playboys 
from hotel window who plots and kills, -- with Hellenic inevitability – every bleedin’ 
one of them in incorrigible cold blood. The style was so individual that I 
immediately recalled Diabolique, which plot I can scarcely recall, as being one of 
his [it was not; Clouzot]. It was chilling but amusing to watch Moreau’s unerring 
timing and brisk dialogue, and appreciation for the personalities of each man she 
slew, getting to him in his own kind: lover boy with mysterious fascination; 
fantasizer with romantic visions; pseudo-politician through his charming son, 
hoodwinking him completely; artist through modeling. All fell for her in their 
fashion, and attempt with gun, success with butcher knife on crass bald cheating 
bastard who owned a junkyard! Superb meting [out] of justice! (Moreau used 
confessional to give her strength to go on!) Fun discussing with Pat and Richard 
later. 

[250, end]


